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About the FOUNDATION Project
FOUNDATION is an Interreg Europe funded SME Competitiveness project that brings together nine partners in a
consortium led by Cork Institute of Technology. The project is focused on supporting regions pre and post shocks and
closures of anchor tenants in their industrial ecosystems. The impacts of a closure of course go beyond direct
employees and ripple, wave like throughout the regional services sector and economy. Management of such
anticipated structural change requires proactive renewal of business approaches and policy supports.
In the wake of COVID-19 the FOUNDATION partnership wishes to share information, training opportunities and good
practices with external stakeholders to support them in accessing information to plan for the future. Whilst our
medical professionals fight this pandemic on the front line, collaborative sharing by regional stakeholders can support
resilience of all regions across Europe and further afield in enabling them to adapt to what is unprecedented change.
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Good Practices from FOUNDATION Partner Regions
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€€€ for Fighting Coronavirus
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